Mission Statement

The mission of the Philadelphia Parking Authority is to contribute to the economic vitality of Philadelphia and the surrounding region by effectively managing and providing convenient parking on the street, at the airport, and in garages and lots; effectively operating a system of red-light camera enforcement; regulating taxicabs, limousines and transportation network companies; and other transportation-related activities.

A number of customer-focused actions flow from the PPA mission:

- Improving cooperation and planning with PPA stakeholders, including state and local transportation partners,
- Implementing cutting-edge technology to improve the customer experience and enhance overall management and agency efficiency,
- Emphasizing employee training on industry best practices,
- Maximizing transparency in hiring and procurement,
- Implementing on-street parking management policies that address neighborhood needs throughout the City,
- Encouraging reasonably priced off-street parking through rate setting policies at seven PPA Center City facilities,
- Maintaining and improving neighborhood parking lots to address both residential and commercial demand,
- Providing leadership in partnering with private and public hospitality and tourism entities to enhance the visitor experience,
- Applying the latest technology for a superior customer experience at the parking facilities at Philadelphia International Airport in support of this important regional economic engine,
- Encouraging safe, clean, reliable taxicab, limousine and transportation network company service through sound regulations and consistent enforcement,
- Improving vehicle and pedestrian safety at targeted intersections through automated red light enforcement,
- Applying latest technology and continuing staff development to provide the highest quality public service with maximum efficiency.